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MEDO | EXPERIENCE LIGHT

The MEDO series from SLV. 
This high-quality lamp series leaves virtually 
nothing to be desired: Be it ceiling, pendant, 
recessed or wall installation, with a circular 
or square design, at home or in a project, 
the MEDO series always looks good. 
Dimmable and controllable with DALI, with 
a choice of light colours and with corona 
effect if required - discover how versatile a 
classic can be.

       BRING GOOD TASTE  
   TO LIGHT.
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MEDO 60
CL, 1-10V
Item no.: 135120

MEDO 90 CORONA
CL, DALI
Item no.: 1001890
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Room design needs lighting to bring it to life. And lighting 
design needs room to truly shine. The MEDO series by SLV 
is the elegant way to achieve both. Thanks to its virtually un-
paralleled range of colour and size options, MEDO is univer-
sal. And uniquely customisable for each room.

MEDO – MAKING LIGHTING EXCITING.

You have the room, we have the lamp. 
Our MEDO series hasn’t been one of the most popular 
SLV products for more than five years for no reason. 
Not only is it characterised by its high processing 
quality, but also by the number of available models. 
The special diversity of this series is a real plus for 
plannable flexibility at the highest level.

The stylish all-rounder. 
Be it as a pendant or a recessed-mounted variant 
– many options are available to electricians and 
planners with the models in the MEDO series. They 
integrate perfectly in a stylish environment in which 
you wish to set lasting emphasis: Create inviting 
atmospheres in hotels, create elegant sales premises, 
provide a comfortable working climate in offices and, 
last but not least, turn a house into a home.

MEDO RING 60
PD, DALI
Item no.: 1002891
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What is the ideal time to start 
light planning? 
As early as possible. And special-
ists and planners should be also 
be involved at the earliest possi-
ble stage. Good light planning is 
always a good combination of ba-
sic and accent lighting; the times 
when a central ceiling outlet in a 
room was sufficient are a thing of 
the past. And unless a specialist 
is dealing with this topic, that is 
usually exactly what happens: the 
existing connections are either in 
the wrong locations or not there 
at all for achieving the desired 
result. However, the majority of 
our partners are experienced  
planners, and collaborate with 
us even before the construction 
phase.

Which challenges do you  
particularly look forward  
to as a light planner? 
For us, light is not just an end in 
itself, but also creates emotions 
and structures in rooms. It’s 
always exciting to see how we can 
influence that. And how we can 
impress customers with good light 
planning.

What potential do you see 
in good light planning in the 
retail sector, for example? 
Good light planning always pro-
vides considerable added value, 
particularly in the retail sector. Just 
imagine a supermarket or a shop: 
It used to be sufficient to install 
long light strips with fluorescent 
tubes in order to create a homo-
geneous lighting effect. However, 
a tremendous change has now 
taken place. Nowadays, shopping 
now has to be an experience: 
Goods have to be put in the right 
setting, and products require 
presentation. Streams of visitors 
have to be directed. Furthermore, 
the use of the correct light colour 
is extremely important as far as 
food is concerned, for example, 
so that the goods are displayed to 
their best effect. This is only possi-
ble with good light planning. 

Lars Heidrich  
Team Leader, Lighting Design 
Germany

The effective use of light hinges on the right planning.  
During the design phase, it is all too easy to underestimate 
the possibilites and effects. What role do technologies  
and innovations play in the process? SLV lighting expert  
Lars Heidrich explains.

MEDO – EFFICIENT LIGHTING STARTS WITH  
GOOD PLANNING.
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Planning which makes an impact. 
Our team of experts will be happy to assist 
you with your lighting planning. We look 
forward to hearing from you: 

slv.com 

Why is the MEDO series so  
popular with planners? 
The MEDO series is popular with 
us planners because it has a sim-
ple, geometric basic design. It is 
round, and can therefore be used 
almost anywhere. The MEDO 
lights have different colours and 
make it possible to cater for dif-
ferent user requirements. Different 
lumen packages are available, 
from 1000 lm – 11,000 lm, pen-
dants, surface-mounted lights 
and recess-mounted lights with 
different diameters. This means 
that we can cover all aspects of a 
project.  

Which application areas is  
the MEDO series particularly 
suitable for? 
The MEDO series can be used in a 
very flexible way: In kindergartens, 
hotels, in the retail sector with a 
90 cm diameter and DALI control, 
for example, and last but not least, 
in private households with TRIAC 
dimming. Thanks to its design di-
versity, any application is possible.

Efficiency is plannable. 
Be it a property developer, electrician or 
architect - making efficient use of the correct 
lighting pays off for everyone in the end. Of 
course, this also applies to the topics of 
sustainability and energy. This is where the 
MEDO series scores points with its modern 
LED technology, which makes no compro-
mises with regard to the lighting effect at 
any energy efficiency level. Less really is 
more in this case. With its almost unbeatable 
price-performance ratio, it also shows that 
high quality technology and impressive 
design can be combined in an outstanding 
way.

Watch the full interview online here.

The new SLV visitor centre. 
Discover the new worlds of light, models 
and innovations: You can experience both 
virtual reality and the highlights of our 
portfolio in the interactive showroom.
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    DON’T JUST ILLUMINATE      
   ROOMS. DESIGN THEM.
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MEDO Frame  
CL, TRIAC
Item no.: 1001903
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The right light pays off – always. 
Particularly in the shopping & retail sector, basic light-
ing plays an important part: this is because purchas-
ing behaviour and durations of stay have been proven 
to be influenced in a positive way by light colour and 
intensity. The correct illumination should be taken into 
consideration at the planning stage. 

The goods are in the perfect setting, details such as 
colours and patterns appear in the best possible way 
and a friendly, inviting room atmosphere is created. 
The flexibly deployable MEDO series is therefore an 
important constituent of a balanced light concept, 
particularly for planners.

More freedom to make decisions. 
Anyone who wishes to change the 
colour of light on site will enjoy a 
new feature of the MEDO series: 
the light colour of the MEDO Coro-
na can be switched between 3000 
K and 4000 K: with just a click, the 
light colour switches from warm 
white to neutral light – and back 
again, of course. 

The MEDO Series is optimal for lighting rooms evenly. By 
combining various models and installation options, designers 
can use even the general lighting to create a fascinating  
ambience that is ideally suited to the space.

MEDO – MADE TO BE MULTIFACETED.

MEDO Corona 60 CL  
CL, TRIAC
Item no.: 1001899

MEDO 40
CL, TRIAC
Item no.: 135071
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MEDO RING 90
PD,1-10V 
Item no.: 133851
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A real ray of light, also in combinations. 
Professional lighting concepts are an elementary con-
stituent of the effect of the room, and just like a stylish 
interior, the lights in the MEDO series make a significant 
contribution to the atmosphere. They express the style 
of the planner and/or the owner in a skilful way with 
high design quality and innovative functions. Thanks to 
its minimalist design, a MEDO light does not only provide 
lightness in the room, but also sets powerful accents in 
combination.

Easy install. 
The installation of the new Corona models 
– thought out in every detail: Once the 
base plate has been screwed to the 
ceiling, the body is easily attached to the 
socket with three clips and can be re-
moved in the same way, of course. Easy.

Does form follow function or is it the other way round? With 
the models in the MEDO Series, it’s all in the eye of the  
beholder.

MEDO – ALL-ROUNDER AND DESIGNER HIGHLIGHT.

MEDO 60 CORONA
CW, TRIAC
Item no.: 1001888
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The Corona Effect. 
The new Corona models in the MEDO series even 
bring out the best of the background. Thanks to 
indirect lighting with low intensity, an attractive glow 
is created on the wall or ceiling.

MEDO 40 CORONA
CW, TRIAC+ 
Item no.: 1001883  
MEDO 30 CORONA
CW, TRIAC 
Item no.: 1001882

MEDO 60 CORONA
CW, TRIAC+ 
Item no.: 1001886 

From room design to planning an entire building, you’re fully 
flexible with the MEDO Series. Multiple dimming options, 
DALI controlled, with the corona effect – the choice is yours.

MEDO – FLEXIBILITY FOR THE MOST DISCERNING 
CUSTOMERS.
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Now for DALI! 
For planners, electricians, property developers and 
users, DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting Interface) 
means safety – because the testing procedure 
is standardised and the operating devices are 
exchangeable and always compatible. The MEDO 
series also uses this system, and is therefore intui-
tive to operate.

For bigger construction projects. 
The DALI technology can be used in a particularly 
effective way in major construction projects, and 
makes intelligent lighting management possible. 
For example, the lighting can quickly be adapted 
to the respective requirements in offices, hotels or 
gastronomy areas thanks to having light scenes 
which can be saved. If a room or just a specific 
area of a room is used, the lighting activates auto-
matically and within preset parameters thanks to 
highly sensitive sensors and presence detectors.

MEDO 40 CORONA
CW, TRIAC+ 
Item no.: 1001883  
MEDO 30 CORONA
CW, TRIAC 
Item no.: 1001882

DALI Bus technology – with the MEDO series.
Up to 64 operating devices can be actuated with 
a DALI system or embedded in modern building 
automation as a subsystem via DALI Gateways. 
The driver of the MEDO lights uses the compati-
ble standard DALI data protocol when doing this.

MEDO 60
CW, TRIAC
Item no.:135120

DALI - KNX - BUS CABLE DALI / 230 V 

SLV driver for 
DALI Gateways.

DALI-capable  
Dimmer
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   SO MANY WAYS TO CREATE   
     ONE-OF-A-KIND LIGHTING.
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MEDO CL

Recommended accessories:
With the MEDO suspension kit, you  
can easily convert the MEDO into a pendant. 
Choose from up to four colours and lengths 
of 1.5 m and 5 m.

Impresses with its clear design and the elegant interaction of the 
aluminium and glass materials that are used. Thanks to having an 
integrated premium LED, it generates a bright, homogeneous light. 
By using the suspension kit, the ceiling light can be converted into a 
pendant, and is therefore also ideal for rooms with high ceilings. 
The built-in LED driver makes direct connection to a 120V to 240V 
mains supply possible.

MEDO 30 CL MEDO 40 CL MEDO 60 CL MEDO 90 CL

Lumen (in lm) 1000 | 1200 2000 | 2125 3,500 11,000

Wattage 15 | 16 29 | 31 40 119

Light temperature 
(in K) 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Colour temperature 
(K) 25 25 22 25

Dimmability  1-10V | TRIAC  1-10V | TRIAC  1-10V  1-10V

H / Ø (cm) 11 / 28 12 / 38 13 / 60 12.5 / 90

More information about the MEDO series  
products can be found at: slv.com 
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Ideal for large, homogeneous ba-
sic lighting with its classic design

- Conference rooms
- Corridor lighting
- Pharmacies
- Opticians
- Shop & Retail
- Fitness Studios
- Trade fair stands
- Training rooms
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MEDO CORONA CW/CL

The high quality MEDO Corona. Thanks to its homogeneous, indirect 
upwards light emission, it generates a decorative Corona effect. 
A practical switch provides flexibility, and it is easy to switch between 
3000K and 4000K with the MEDO Corona variant. 
The MEDO Corona also excels during installation: The base plate is 
screwed to the ceiling, then the body is simply attached to the socket 
using three clips and can be removed in the same way, of course. The 
ceiling light can be converted into a pendant using a suspension kit, 
and is therefore also ideal for rooms with high ceilings. The pre-installed 
driver allows it to be connected directly to a 120V–240V mains supply.

Recommended accessories:
Converting the MEDO into a pendant is 
child’s play with the MEDO suspension kit. 
Choose from up to four colours and lengths 
of 1.5 m and 5 m.

MEDO 30 Corona CW MEDO 40 Corona CW MEDO 60 Corona CW MEDO 90 Corona CW

Lumen (in lm) Down: 1230 / 1280  
Up: 20

Down: 2750 / 2900 
Up: 50

Down: 4350 / 4750 
Up: 120

Down: 9500 / 10100 
Up: 125

Wattage 15 30 40 78

Light temperature 
(in K) 3000 / 4000 3000 / 4000 3000 / 4000 3000 / 4000

Colour temperature 
(K) 25 25 25 25

Dimmability TRIAC | DALI TRIAC | DALI TRIAC | DALI TRIAC | DALI

H / Ø (cm) 9.5 / 28 9.5 / 38 9.5 / 60 9.5 / 90

More information about the MEDO series  
products can be found at: slv.com 

DALI
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With an indirect light component 
and the classic design, it is ideal 
for decorative, homogeneous basic 
lighting with effect.
 
•  Hotel foyers
•  Reception areas
•  Restaurants 
•  Bars
•  Hotels
•  Exhibition rooms



More information about the MEDO series  
products can be found at: slv.com 

A – A++
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MEDO RING PD

The modern MEDO RING impresses with its
appealing design and dimmable efficient and powerful LED  
modules. The aluminium frame is fitted with an acrylic glass 
cover which provides homogeneous illumination. Its 1.5 metre 
pendant length also makes it suitable for rooms with high c 
eilings. The pre-installed driver allows it to be connected directly 
to the 120V–240V mains supply.

MEDO 60 Ring PD MEDO 90 Ring PD

Lumen (in lm) 2000/2095 3945/4185

Wattage 35W | 34W 58W

Light temperature 
(in K) 3,000 3,000

Colour temperature 
(K) 22 22

Dimmability 1-10V | DALI 1-10V

H/Ø (cm) 150 / 60 150 / 90
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Ideal for decorative basic lighting with its timeless design.

•  Hotel foyers
•  Reception areas
•  Conference rooms
•  Opticians
•  Restaurants 
•  Bars
•  Hotels
•  Exhibition rooms



More information about the MEDO series  
products can be found at: slv.com 

A – A++
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MEDO CL SQUARE

The MEDO 60 CL Square has a clear edge, and adds a square 
version to the MEDO series. Thanks to having an integrated  
premium LED, it generates a bright, homogeneous light. The 
ceiling light can be converted into a pendant using a suspension 
kit, and is therefore also ideal for rooms with high ceilings. 
The built-in LED driver allows direct connection to a mains  
supply of 120V–240V.

Recommended accessories:
The MEDO can be easily converted into a 
pendant using the MEDO suspension kit. 
Choose from up to four colours and lengths 
of 1.5 m and 5 m.

MEDO 60 CL Square 

Lumen (in lm) 3,300

Wattage 39

Light temperature 
(in K) 3,000

Colour temperature 
(K) 22

Dimmability 1-10V | DALI

L / W / H (cm) 60 / 60 / 12.5

DALI
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Ideal for large, homogeneous basic lighting with its  
linear design.

•  Conference rooms
•  Corridor lighting
•  Pharmacies
•  Opticians
•  Shop & Retail
•  Fitness studios
•  Trade fair stands
•  Training rooms
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MEDO RL, FRAMELESS

The recessed version of the MEDO series fits into every room 
concept seamlessly thanks to its understated design. The MEDO 
RL FRAMELESS combines with walls and ceilings in a charming 
way. The light colour can be easily switched between 3000K and 
4000K prior to installation using a switch. The integrated premi-
um LED module provides an even lighting effect. Supplemented 
by an additional driver, the TRIAC recessed variant becomes 
dimmable and can be integrated in DALI systems.

MEDO 30 RL, Frameless MEDO 40 RL, Frameless MEDO 60 RL, Frameless MEDO 90 RL, Frameless 

Lumen (in lm) 1500 / 1600 3100 / 3300 4700 / 5000 9550 / 10150

Wattage 14 18 28 36

Light temperature 
(in K) 3000 / 4000 3000 / 4000 3000 / 4000 3000 / 4000

Colour temperature 
(K) 25 25 25 22

Dimmability TRIAC | DALI TRIAC | DALI TRIAC | DALI TRIAC | DALI

H / Ø (cm) 9.5 / 13 / 28 9.5 / 13 / 38 12.5 / 16 / 60 12.5 / 21 / 90

More information about the MEDO series  
products can be found at: slv.com 

DALI
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Ideal for homogeneous basic lighting with its  
understated design.

•  Conference rooms
•  Corridor lighting
•  Dining rooms 
•  Fitness studios
•  Exhibition rooms
•  Waiting rooms in doctors’ surgeries
•  Pharmacies
•  Opticians



A – A++
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MEDO RL, FRAME 

The MEDO RL FRAME variants round off the MEDO series 
recessed lights. The MEDO RL FRAME lights fit perfectly into 
every room just like the frameless versions. Understated yet still 
powerful, they provide bright illumination. Supplemented by an 
additional driver, the TRIAC recessed variant becomes dimmable 
and can be integrated in DALI systems.

More information about the MEDO series 
products can be found at: slv.com 

MEDO 30 RL, Frame MEDO 40 RL, Frame MEDO 60 RL, Frame MEDO 90 RL, Frame

Lumen (in lm) 1500 / 1600 3100 / 3300 4700 / 5000 9550 / 10150

Wattage 14W 18W 28W 36W

Light temperature 
(in K) 3000 / 4000 3000 / 4000 3000 / 4000 3000 / 4000

Colour temperature 
(K) 25 25 25 22

Dimmability TRIAC | DALI TRIAC | DALI TRIAC | DALI TRIAC | DALI

H / Ø (cm) 9.5 / 13 / 28 9.5 / 13 / 38 12.5 / 16 / 60 12.5 / 21 / 90

DALI
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Ideal for homogeneous basic lighting with its  
understated design.

•  Conference rooms
•  Corridor lighting
•  Dining rooms 
•  Fitness studios
•  Exhibition rooms
•  Waiting rooms in doctors’ surgeries
•  Pharmacies
•  Opticians
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1-10V 1000855       1000864               135126           135120         135176             135170

TRIAC         135026 135020              135076      135070

1-10V         1000856 1000857                 1000865     1000866         135121           135124              135171               135174

TRIAC         135021 135024                 135071    135074

TRIAC  1001877     1001883                       1001886                      1001878

DALI  1001889                  1001895          1001898              1001890

TRIAC          1001881  1001882                 1001884      1001885             1001887          1001888            1001879            1001880

DALI          1001893  1001894                 1001896       1001897             1001900           1001899            1001891            1001892

MEDO RL FRAMELESS  
MEDO RL FRAME

   
   30 

    
           40 

  
                   60 

   
             90

MEDO RING PD       MEDO RING 60 PD       MEDO RING 90 PD

MEDO CL SQUARE 60 60 60

FRAMELESS 1001901      1001902        1001903 1001904

FRAME 1001905      1001906         1001907 1001908

1-10V              133841  133840                 133851   133850

DALI              1002891 1002890                  

1-10V 1000725 1000726 1000727

DALI              1002882

MEDO CORONA 
CW/CL

  MEDO CORONA 
   30 CW

  MEDO CORONA  
  40 CW

   MEDO CORONA 
    60 CW

     MEDO CORONA  
      90 CL

MEDO SERIE

MEDO CL MEDO 30  CL MEDO 40 CL MEDO 60 CL MEDO 90 CL
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Suspension kit

LED driver  
(for MEDO RL)

20W 20W
DALI

20W
TRIAC

More information about the MEDO series  
products can be found at: slv.com 

350mA 
incl. strain relief 1002420 1002423           1002232

1,5 m 135250 135251           135254

5,0 m 1001952     1001950      1001951
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*  Errors and omissions excepted. Only available for ordering by business customers.

Available from your specialist dealer:

As a designer, you know that light is so much more than 
simple brightness; in fact, it stimulates the senses. That’s 
why we are delighted to give you the superior quality and 
design flexibility you need to turn your creative concepts 
into reality – with our MEDO Series. We wish you continued 
success in bringing light to life.


